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Use and Punctuate Direct Speech

Use your speech marks punctuation mat to help you put the correct punctuation in each sentence. Choose an appropriate verb from the word bank to complete the spaces.

**Example:** You won’t believe this _____ Cody but i’ve never been to france.

“You won’t believe this,” stated Cody, “but I’ve never been to France.”

1) Guess what ____ James we’re having roast chicken on sunday
2) Where on earth _____ dad crossly have i left my keys
3) I didn’t win at bowling either but i still had fun _____ Ruksana
4) that _____ the teacher enthusiastically is a brilliant piece of writing
5) Are you getting a pet _____ Lee-Chan well i think a fish is a good one to start off with
6) mum _____ curiously where have you been all this time
7) did you finish your work before putting your book away ______ the teacher
8) on the zipwire, i ______ to my friends this is the best birthday party ever
9) Stephen _____ yes, of course you can come to my party
10) yay ________ the children as they ran out of school it’s the weekend

**Word Bank**

said  screamed  exclaimed  yelled
demanded replied asked suggested
enquired explained agreed